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Agile Workplace Design 

The way we all work has changed a lot in the past 18 months
and our workplaces need to reflect that.

XY Sense’s powerful, wide-area sensor helps you understand
dwell times and ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ zones to determine the most
effective space configurations and adopt a dynamic
approach to your future workplace design. 

Unlock behavioral occupancy data

XY Sense’s powerful, wide-area sensor helps you capture detailed
utilization insights and behavioral trend data from across your
workplace, from desks to meeting rooms, kitchens to couches and so
much more!  It's time to finally understand how your whole workplace
is being used.

Analyze the supply vs. demand of spaces

Explore ‘hot and ‘cold’ zones across your workplace to understand the
most popular configurations of space for your team. Understand
potential workplace friction points and inform future fit outs.

Tailor spaces to specific teams and functions

Explore how space utilization varies by team, function or neighbourhood.
Benchmark occupancy and utilization across time to support
neighborhood balancing and team space forecasting. Apply data to
customize space configurations depending on the team or function.

Make meeting spaces work harder 

Analyze usage of meeting spaces across your workplace.
Understand average room occupancy, dwell time or length of meeting as
well as whether enclosed meeting rooms are consistently over or under
capacity protocols. Access actionable recommendations on the right
configuration of meeting spaces for your workplace.

The XY Sense difference
Powered by the latest developments in machine learning, XY Sense delivers
the ultimate privacy-preserving sensor for workplace teams. Featuring
enormous sensor coverage, live data feeds, advanced AI capabilities and
cost-effective install options, XY Sense helps workplace teams maximize
ROI from a sensor investment.
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Adopt a dynamic approach to workplace design
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